
What a compelling time in history we have all witnessed in these  

last couple of months. Right now we are on the cusp of reopening  

as a nation, in stages, with new federal, state and local guidelines  

that are new to us all. But together, we can create spaces that  

respect and protect our customers and employees as we adjust to  

our new normal. The recent pandemic has asked us all to  

reimagine our workspaces, to remain productive and in doing so  

we have had to flex our innovative design strategies to include  

social distancing while maintaining beauty and safety. One of the  

most exciting things that I am working on currently is the  

research and development of new innovative product solutions 
  
for spaces that are Covid19 compliant.   
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As a Brand Manager of Stone Gallery (Brooklyn, NY) I have been  

establishing brand representation in the US for 4 years and managing  

coordinative effort overseas with the sourcing of new innovative  

materials.  We have been curating materials for our clients and are now  

proud to co-sponsor PetaloUSA.  

Along with our European partners, together we are proud to offer  

Petalo Systems.  These systems are your answer to productivity in a  

Covid19 world. Petalo Systems are lightweight, easy to assemble, and  

easy to clean and maintain.  These are physical barriers designed to  

retro-fit into existing businesses and allow companies to begin  

working again. Industries that can begin utilizing these systems right  

away include OFFICE SPACES, SCHOOLS, HEALTHCARE  

PROVIDERS AND HOSPITALS, BEAUTY SALONS AND SPAS,  

RESTAURANTS, NIGHTCLUBS, THEATERS, and SPORTING  

ARENAS to name a few. These are versatile solutions, if you are  

wondering if Petalo Systems can work for you contact me directly for  

a free consultation. PETALO System's are made of LisocoreTM and  

MDF framing with a transparent Plexiglass middle. They are designed  

to reduce the spread of infectious disease while conserving a stylistic  

approach.  They are better than any competitive product as they are  

manufactured in Italy with the highest quality material and attention to  

detail. We are here to help redesign your space to meet and exceed  

your expectations while maintaining all the new current guidelines.       
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